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VES7520T Price: 360,000€ 

Villa

Murcia

2 Bedrooms

2 Bathrooms

119m² Build Size

379m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

The villa designs, layouts and the positioning of the homes and gardens focus on positive
energy and maintaining your privacy. The L-shaped building design represents a practical
distribution of square meters, and provides maximum privacy from neighbours.The entire
development, including the materials used, is designed according to the timeless principles
of Feng Shui, optimizing the location and its small community for positive energy. We have
applied this method to the spaces, inside and out, of the individual home.The development
offers more than a home: Is a gateway to an effortlessly-healthy lifestyle: everything you
need to enjoy the ou...
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doors, relax, or socialize with friends and family is on-hand and easily accessible.Communal sporting areas, a

meditation/yoga facility, shared gardens (including a herb garden) and common relaxation areas represent vital

parts of the private community. As a resident, you can enjoy all these facilities whenever you want, without worries,

since they are maintained by the community. The homes are low-profile so as not to overwhelm the landscape.

Standing in your garden, however, will give you a distinct impression of being in the mountains. The walls are made

with a partial stone façade which gives off a warm, natural luster, allowing the structure to blend in with its

surroundings.Furthermore, the design of the homes has been focussed on creating large rooms, a logical layout

and ample ward rope space. Nothing has been neglected in the quest to create a house for living comfortably,

privately and efficiently.Also 3 and 4 bedrooms villas available. 
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